
Microsoft Advertising 

Masters: Audiences

Microsoft Advertising. Intelligent connections.

MICROSOFT ADVERTISING



2 billion monthly searches on Bing across Europe 

A Treasure 

Trove of Data 

for Trend 

Spotting



Make it convenient for me

Busy lives, a lack of time and ever-increasing 
number of choices are leading consumers to 
increasingly make choices based on 
simplicity, speed and convenience. 



Can we confirm this trend with search data?
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+3% YoY

small increase But…





Substantial increase in Convenience Tweets in the past 6 

months, driven by tweets about shipping & delivery
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ANALYSING THE TONE OF THE TWEETS

Mostly positive for 

UK Retailers but also 

a clear signal to take 

action for some



Convenience has shifted from being a 

motivating factor to the minimum bar 

of expectation. Rather than being 

something special: simplicity and 

speed are the new normal.



Audience 

Marketing 

Solutions



Microsoft Graph

People

Graph



Empowering you to achieve more with your marketing

Expand 

existing reach 

to new 

audiences

Richer ad 

experiences 

that will 

delight

Smarter ads 

that will make 

your life 

easier



Smarter ads



Reach your ideal customer

Data from Microsoft Advertising + data from you:

Choose one or multiple dimensions

User intent targeting User profile targeting Location and device

Remarketing In-market

Audiences

Custom

Audiences

Product 

Audiences*
LinkedIn

Profile Targeting
(company, industry, 

job function)

Age and 

Gender 

Targeting

Location 

Targeting
Device 

Targeting

Unique to the Microsoft 
Search Network

With more options for targeting
Get your ads in front of the 

right audience at the right time

Similar 

Audiences*

* In pilot



Target and Automated bidding | Piloting US/UK/AU/CA

Always working, even when you’re 
not there

Reduce your dependency on 
manual optimization 

Choose the metrics you want to 
emphasize 

Max 
conversions

Target CPA

Get the most 
conversions for 

search, DSA 
and shopping 

campaigns

Target 
ROAS

$

Set your 
acquisition cost 

and ads will 
adjust to this 

target

Optimize to a 
Return on Ad 

Spend 



LinkedIn Profile Targeting  | Piloting US/UK/AU/CA/FR/DE

Target in a way you can’t on 
Google

Improve CTR by 15% and CVR by 
40% (based on US pilot)

Overlay highly relevant LinkedIn 
audience data to your campaigns

Company Job Function

Example: 
Microsoft, 

Verizon, Adobe

Industry

$

Example: 
engineering, 

sales, 
consulting

Example:
retail, banking, 

marketing



New ad experiences



Add another dimension with 3D ads | Piloting US/UK

Interactive ads that react to touch
Showcase different options that 
can be swapped in real time on 

the model

Launch 3D model viewers of your 
products



Multi image extensions  | Piloting US/UK

Take up more space on the SERPEntice customers with striking adsCurate your own carousel of images



Video Extensions | Piloting US/UK

Create more engaging ads that 
resonate with your customers

Highlight your latest video assets 
within the SERP

Clickable video inside your ad which 
expands to a pop-up overlay



Microsoft Audience Ads  | Piloting US/UK/AU/CA

Highly targeted and relevant 
placements based on Microsoft 

data

Brand safe experiences of editorially 
curated content

Extend your search campaigns into a 
native experience across Microsoft 

properties

Microsoft Outlook Microsoft EdgeMSN



Expanding our reach



A strengthened partnership making it easier 

to reach your audience using search 

advertising campaigns.  

Microsoft Advertising will be the exclusive 

platform to manage search ads across  

Verizon Media networks on all devices.

Microsoft and Verizon Media 



More shopping placements on Yahoo, Gumtree & Ecosia

Bringing more mobile volume to 
our network

Increasing impressions and clicks 
across our network of partners

More reach for your shopping 
campaigns



Microsoft Advertising 

Partner Network
Select partners, carefully vetted to 

bring you quality traffic

Outlook

Microsoft Edge

Microsoft 
Search Network

Syndication
Search Partners

O&O



Syndication improvements

Smart pricing to ensure a fair 
return for the clicks your receive

TRAFFIC QUALITY 

INNOVATION 

More AI-powered quality controls
Reach more customers through our 

search partners

27%
Clicks lost to competition when 

opted out of syndication

28%
Conversions lost to 

competition when opted 
out of syndication

Data aggregated for all EU markets



Microsoft Audience Ads  | Piloting US/UK/AU/CA

Highly targeted and relevant 
placements based on Microsoft 

data

Brand safe experiences of 
editorially curated content

Extend your search campaigns into 
a native experience across Microsoft 

properties

Microsoft Outlook Microsoft EdgeMSN



Microsoft Advertising. Intelligent connections.


